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### FILING

Filing is word-by-word.

### ABBREVIATIONS

Standard abbreviations are used except in titles. Names of some organizations, ALA, ACRL, LC, etc., are also abbreviated and are alphabetized as if spelled out.

---

### A

- Abstracts, 81-82, 173-79, 276-83, 393-95, 512-17, 608-12  
- "Academic librarianship: professional strivings and political realties," Sparks (41:408-21), comment, 253  
- "Acceptability of non-library/information science publications in the promotion and tenure of academic librarians," Geahagan, 571-75  
- Adamson, Martha C., "Publishing in library science journals: a test of the Olsgaard profile," 235-41  
- "Advances in librarianship," v.10, Harris, ed., rev. of, 336-87  
- Alley, Brian, letter to the ed., 149  
- "Allocation of student assistance funding in the public service units of the UCLA library," Scherrei, 265-69  
- Alternative catalog newsletter, "Special issue on AACR2," rev. of, 156-58  
- Altman, Ellen, revs. (Public libraries, 201; Research on the impact of a computerized circulation system on the performance of a large college library, 600)  
- The American controversy: a bibliographical study of the British pamphlets about the American disputes, 1764-1783, Adams, rev. of, 499-91  
- ALA, RTSD, Filing Committee, ALA filing rules, rev. of, 389-91  
- ALA world encyclopedia of library and information services, Wedgeworth, ed., rev. of (41:450-54), response, 250  
- Annual review of information science and technology, v.15, 1980, Williams, ed., rev. of, 272-74  
- "Application of Bradford's law to citation data," Cline, 53-61  
- Aroeste, Jean, revs. (Fundamental reference sources, 2d ed., 508-10; Reference sources 1980, v.4, 508-10)  
- Authorship in five library periodicals," Olsgaard (41:49-53), confirming study, 235-41  

---

### B

- Bailey, Martha J., Supervisory and middle managers in libraries, rev. of, 589-91  
- Ball, Joyce, rev. (Social science reference sources), 165-66  
- Bellanger, Charles H., "Towards a periodical and monograph price index," 416-24  
- Belanger, Terry, ed., Extended library education programs: proceedings of a conference held at the School of Library Service, Columbia University, 13-14 March 1980, rev. of, 361-83  
- Bellamy, B. E., Private presses & publishing in England since 1945, rev. of, 168-70  
- Beltran, Ann Bristow, rev. (On-line public access to library bibliographic data bases), 310  
- Bender, David R., Learning resources and the instructional program in community colleges, rev. of, 388-89  
- Benge, Ronald Charles, Cultural crisis and libraries in the Third World, rev. of, 171  
- Bergen, Dan, revs. (The professional development of the librarian and information worker, 591-94; Why innovation fails, 153-55)  
- "Bibliographic access for microform collections," Niles, 576-80  
- Bibliographic instruction: a handbook, Rentford, rev. of, 270-72
Bisset, Ronald, Environmental impact assessment: a bibliography with abstracts, rev. of, 104-65
Boll, John J., To grow or not to grow: a review of alternatives to new academic buildings, rev. of, 98-70
Bock, Sharos, rev. (Serial publications), 11-60
Bock reviews, 63-81, 153-72, 255-74, 381-91, 459-510, 583-608
"Book theft and book mutilation in a large university library," Weis, 341-67
Boekmann, Jo Anne, Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences, rev. of, 266-68
Boss, Richard W., Fee-based information services: a study of a growing industry, rev. of, 598-600; "The library catalog: COM and on-line options," rev. of, 389
Boston printers, publishers, and booksellers: 1840-1880, Franklin, ed., rev. of, 584-85
Boyd, Joseph F., Jr., rev. (OCLC), 506-8
Branscomb, Lewis C., "The conception and birth pangs of OCLC—an account of the struggles of the formative years," 203-7
Brown, Clara D., Serials: past, present and future, 2d rev. ed., rev. of, 77-78
Busha, Charles H., ed., A library science research reader and bibliographic guide, rev. of, 606-8; Research methods in librarianship: techniques and interpretations, rev. of, 86
Byerly, Greg, "The faculty status of academic librarians in Ohio" (41:422-29), comment, 149

C
Career patterns of women librarians with doctorates, Dale, rev. of, 594-96
Casey, Joseph, A study of library cooperatives, networks, and demonstration projects, rev. of, 72-73
"Cataloging and classification practices in community college libraries," Dale, 333-40
Chan, Lois Mai, Immodest’s guide to the Library of Congress classification, 3d ed., rev. of, 80-81
Chapin, Richard E., revs. (Copyright for librarians, 491-92; U. S. copyright documents, 491-92)
Chenery, Frances Neel, Fundamental reference sources, 2d ed., rev. of, 508-10
Clack, Doris Hargrett, ed., The making of a code: the issues underlying AACR2, rev. of, 265-66
Clark, Brian D., Environmental impact assessment: a bibliography with abstracts, rev. of, 164-65
Classroom and field: the internship in American library education, Coburn, rev. of, 586-87
Claws, John, DDC Devecy Decimal Classification. Proposed revision of 780 Music, Sweeney, rev. of, 498-502
Cline, Gloria S., "Application of Bradford's law to citation data," 53-61
Closing the catalog: proceedings of the 1976 & 1979 Library and Information Technology Association institutes, Capeen, ed., rev. of, 262-65
Coburn, Louis, Classroom and field: the internship in American library education, rev. of, 568-67
Cohen, Leonard, "Reducing noise in a college library," 470-81
Collection development in libraries: a treatise, Stuart, ed., rev. of, 596-97
"College libraries: a comparative analysis in terms of the ACRL Standards," Carpenter, 7-18. See also use study, C&RL news 42:106
Comparable worth: issues and alternatives, Livemesh, ed., rev. of, 255-57
Computers for libraries, Rowley, rev. of, 377-84
"The conception and birth pangs of OCLC—an account of the struggles of the formative years," Branscomb, 303-7
Conger, Rebecca, "Reducing noise in a college library," 470-81
"Consulting service at the library of Tianjin University," Fan, 483-85
Continuing learning in the professions, Houle, rev. of, 63-65
Cook, M. Kathy, "Rank, status, and contribution of academic librarians as perceived by the teaching faculty at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale," 214-23
Copyright for librarians, Taylor, rev. of, 491-92
Corin, Judith M., "Allocation of student assistance funding in the public service units of the UCLA library," 365-69
"A cost database for branch library resource allocation and performance evaluation," Toney, 373-78
"A cost model for storage and weeding programs," Lawrence, 139-47
"CLR and preservation," Gwinn, 104-26
Creeth, Sheila, ed. (Personnel policies in libraries), 203-13
Critical guide to Catholic reference books, McCabe, 2d ed., rev. of, 74-76
Cultural crisis and libraries in the Third World, Benge, rev. of, 171
Cutler, Wayne, ed., Justin Winsor: scholar-librarian, rev. of, 255-60

D
DDC Devecy Decimal Classification. Proposed revision of 780 Music, Sweeney, rev. of, 498-502
Dawson, Susan L., rev. (The emergence of maps in libraries), 162-64
Daniels, Mina H., rev. (Special issue on AACR2), 156-58
Davidson, Russ, "Faculty status for librarians in the Rocky Mountain region: a review and analysis," 369-76
DePew, John N., rev. (A library science research reader and bibliographic guide), 606-8
Declin, Patricia B., rev. (Environmental impact assessment), 164-65
Dewe, A., Online information retrieval, 1976-1979: an international bibliography, rev. of, 166-67
Downing, Mildred Harlow, Introduction to cataloguing and classification with 58 exhibits, 5th ed., rev. of, 904-6
Drexel library quarterly, rev. of, 492-94
Du Mont, Rosemary, rev. (Management for librarians), 387-88
Dwyer, James R., rev. ("The library catalogue"), 369

E
Eastlick, John Taylor, Library management, 2d ed., rev. of, 494-96
Edgar, Neal L., revs. (ALA filing rules, 389-91; Library of Congress filing rules, 389-91)
Editorials, 5, 103
ERIC basics: a sound/microfiche instructional package, ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources, rev. of, 268-69
ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources, ERIC basics: a sound/micro­ fiche instructional package, rev. of, 268-69
"Effects of library instruction on student research," King, 31-41
Ellsworth, Ralph E., Ellsworth on Ellsworth: an unchronological, mostly true account of some moments of contact between "library science" and me, since our confluence in 1931, with appropriate sidelights, rev. of, 155
Ellsworth on Ellsworth: an unchronological, mostly true account of some moments of contact between "library science" and me, since our confluence in 1931, with appropriate sidelights, Ellsworth, rev. of, 155
The emergence of maps in libraries, Rice, rev. of, 162-64
"Employment opportunities for academic librarians in the 1970s: an analysis of the past decade," Raynor, 259-34
Environmnetal impact project: a bibliography with abstracts, Clark, rev. of, 164-65
Essays from the New England Academic Librarians' Writing Seminar, Stevens, ed., rev. of, 357-88
Essays in public finance and financial management: state and local perspec-
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Howard, Helen A., "Organizational structure and innovation in academic libraries," 425-34

Hume, Leslie Parker, rev. (Organizing the library’s support), 200-01

I

Immrotch’s guide to the Library of Congress classification, Chan, 3d ed., rev. of, 80-81

The impact of user frustration on humanities research," Wilson, 361-65

"Improving the effectiveness of libraries through improvements in the quality of working life," Martell, 435-46


Information for academic library decision-making: the case for organizational information management, McClure, rev. of, 156

The information of needs of historians," Stieg, 549-60

IATUL proceedings, "Online issue," rev. of, 274


Introduction to cataloging and classification, Wyman, 6th ed., rev. of, 170-71

Introduction to cataloging and classification with 58 exhibits, Downing, 5th ed., rev. of, 504-06

Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences, Boper, rev. of, 360-68

J

"Job stress and burnout: occupational hazards for services staff," Neville, 242-47

John, Nancy R., revs. (Introduction to cataloging and classification with 58 exhibits, 5th ed., 504-06; Simple cataloging forms, 3d ed., 594-60)

Johnson, Richard D., rev. (Essays from the New England Academic Librarians’ Writing Seminar), 587-88

Jones, Harold D., “Recent trends in West German university library building planning,” 461-69

Journal of library administration, rev. of, 492-94

Juergens, Bonnie, ed., Closing the catalog: proceedings of the 1978 & 1979 Library and Information Technology Association institutes, rev. of, 262-65

Justin Winson: scholar-librarian, Cutter, ed., rev. of, 255-60

K

Kaser, David, revs. (Drexel library quarterly, 492-94; Journal of library administration, 492-94; Library & archival security, 492-94; Library research, 492-94)

Kass, Tina, revs. (Comparable worth, 255-57; Handbook of library evaluation, 255-66; The making of a code, 265-66)

Katz, Bill, ed., Library lit. 10—the best
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of 1979, rev. of, 66-68
Kilgour, Frederic G., rev. (Library co­
operation), 172
King, David N., "Effects of library in­
struction on student research: a case study," 31-41
Kirk, Thomas G., rev. (Reform and re­
newal in higher education), 161-62
Kirkendall, Carolyn A, ed., Reform and re­
newal in higher education: implica­
tions for library instruction, rev. of, 161-62
Knapp, Sara D., rev. (Online Informa­
tion retrieval, 1976-1979), 166-67
Krummel, D. W., ed., (Library co­
operation: trends, possibilities and condi­
tions), 1ATUL, Meeting, 8th, 1979, En­
schede, rev. of, 172
Library instruction and faculty develop­
ment: growth opportunities in the aca­
demic community, Williams, ed., rev. of, 208-10
Library in lit. 10— the best of 1979, Katz, ed., rev. of, 66-68
Library management, Steuart, 2d ed.,
rev. of, 494-96
Library networks, 1981-82, Martin, rev. of, 384-86
L.C. Processing Services, Library of Con­
gress filing rules, rev. of, 389-91
Library of Congress filing rules, L.C.
Processing Services, rev. of, 389-91
Library research: an international jour­
nal, rev. of, 492-94
Library research guide to history: illus­
trated search strategy and sources, Frick, rev. of, 583-84
Library science research reader and bib­
liographic guide, Busch, ed., rev. of, 606-58
Library technology reports, "The library catalog: COM and on-line options," rev. of, 389
Library trends, "Current library use in­
struction," rev. of, 161-61; "Library consultants," rev. of (41:462-64), re­
source & rejoinder, 249
Lipman, Peter G., revs. (Computers for
libraries, 257-59; Systems thinking in
library and information management, 597-98)
Livenash, E. Robert, ed., Comparable
worth: issues and alternatives, rev. of, 255-77
"Long-term evaluation of bibliographic
instruction: lasting encouragement," Perso­
non, 19-25
Louge, Wendy Pradt, rev. (Library in­
struction and faculty development), 390-70
Lundy, Kathryn Renfro, Women view li­
brarianship: nine perspectives, rev. of,
594-96
Lubben, Paul D., "Reducing noise in a
college library," 470-81
Lynch, Beverly P., rev. (Research methods
in librarianship), 66
Lynden, Frederick C., rev. (Closing the cata­
log), 262-65
M
McCabe, James Patrick, O.S.F.S., Criti­
cal guide to Catholic reference books,
2d ed., rev. of, 74-75
McClure, Charles R., Information for ac­
cademic library decision-making: the case for organizational information management, rev. of, 156
McCorison, Marcus A., rev. (Boston
printers, publishers, and booksellers),
584-85
McMullen, Haynes, rev. (Fee-based
information services), 588-600
The making of a code: the issues underly­
ing AACR2, Clack, ed., rev. of, 265-66
Management for librarians: fundamen­
tals and issues, Rizzo, rev. of, 387-88
Managing fiscal stress: the crisis in the
public sector, Levine, ed., rev. of, 496-98
Maranjian, Lori, Fee-based information
services; a study of a growing industry,
rev. of, 588-600
Marksum, Deana B., "The library cata­
log: COM and on-line options," rev. of,
389
Markuson, Barbara Evans, ed., Networks
for networks: critical issues in coopera­
tive library development, rev. of, 79-72
Marguardt, Steve, letter to the ed., 253
Marshall, A. P., ed., "Current library use
instruction," rev. of, 160-61
Marshall, Nancy H., rev. (Technology
and copyright, rev. ed.), 73-74
Martell, Charles, "Improving the effec­
tiveness of libraries through improve­
ments in the quality of working life," 435-46
Martin, Susan K., Library networks,
1981-82, rev. of, 384-86
Maruskin, Albert F., OCLC: its gover­
nance, function, financing, and tech­
nology, rev. of, 596-8
Mason, Ellsworth, ed., "Library consult­
ants," rev. of (41:462-64), response & rejoinder, 249; Mason on library build­
ings, rev. of, 68-70
Mason on library buildings, Mason, rev. of, 68-70
Massonneau, Suzanne, rev. (Introduction
to cataloging and classification, 6th ed.),
170-71
Maxwell, Margaret F., Handbook for
AACR2: explaining and illustrating
American classification rules, second edi­
tion, rev. of, 265-66
Metz, Paul, "A proposed staffing formula
for Virginia's academic libraries," 127-32
Miller, George B., Jr., ed., Collection de­
velopment in libraries: a treatise, rev. of,
596-97
Miller, Jerome K., U.S. copyright docu­
ments: an annotated collection for use by educators and librarians, rev. of,
491-92
Moffett, William A., Research on the im­
pact of a computerized circulation sys­
tem on the performance of a large col­
lege library, Part one: The main library, rev. of, 600
Molz, R. Kathleen, rev. (Studies in crea­
tive partnership), 261-62
Moore, Carole Weiss, "User reactions to
online catalogs: an exploratory study," 295-302
Morse, Grant W., "Guide to the incompa­
rable New York Times Index, rev. of,
70-77
Mossman, Jennifer, ed., Pseudonyms and
nicknames dictionary, 1st ed., rev. of,
77
N
Nagy, LaJo A., "An evaluation of the teach­ing effectiveness of two library in­
structional videotapes," 28-30
"The national program to microfilm land-grant agricultural documents," Garrett (41:510-13), addendum, 249
Naylor, Ronald P., letter to the ed. & re­
buttal, 250-52
Nelson, Harriet, "Acceptability of non-
library/information science publica­
tions in the promotion and tenure of academic librarians," 571-75
Networks for networks: critical issues in
cooperative library development, Marksum, ed., rev. of, 70-72
Neville, Sandra H., "Job stress and burn­
out: occupational hazards for services
staff," 242-47
New academic library buildings, rev. of,
68-70
New trends in documentation and infor­
mation, FID, Congress, 39th, 1978, U.
of Edinburgh, rev. of, 167-68
Niles, Ann, "Bibliographic access for microform collections," 5
Nieto, David A., rev. (The library and information manager's guide to online services), 272
Norden, David J., "Reform and renewal in higher education: multiplicity and innovation in academic libraries as perceived by the teaching faculty at Southern Illinois University of Carbondale," Cook, 214-23
Rayman, Ronald, "Employment opportunities for academic librarians in the 1970s: an analysis of the past decade," 229-34
Recent publications, 63-88, 153-84, 255-87, 381-98, 485-520, 583-616
"Recent trends in West German university library building planning," Jones, 461-69
"Reducing noise in a college library," Luyben, 470-81
Reference work in the humanities, SantaVicca, rev. of, 268
Reform and renewal in higher education: implications for library instruction, Reference work in the humanities, SantaVicca, rev. of, 268
Reford, Beverly, Bibliographic instruction: a handbook, rev. of, 270-72
RLG: On-line public access to library bibliographic data bases: developments, issues and priorities, rev. of, 510
Research methods in librarianship: techniques and interpretations, Busha, rev. of, 66
Research notes, 361-78, 483-85
Research on the impact of a computerized circulation system on the performance of a large college library, Part one: The main library, Frohberg, rev. of, 600
"Resume essentials for the academic librarian," Gaughan (41:122-27), comment, 253
Ring, Daniel F., ed., Studies in creative partnership: federal aid to public libraries during the New Deal, rev. of, 261-62
Rink, Evald, Technical Americans: a checklist of technical publications printed before 1831, rev. of, 600-604
Ristow, Walter W., The emergence of maps in libraries, rev. of, 162-64
Rizzo, John R., Management for librarians: fundamentals and issues, rev. of, 387-88
Roe, Graham, ed., Seminar on AACR2: proceedings of a seminar organized by the Cataloguing and Indexing Group of the Library Association at the University of Nottingham, 20-22 April 1979, rev. of, 502-4
Rogers, A. Robert, "The conception and birth pangs of OCLC—an account of the struggles of the formative years," 303-7
Roper, Fred W., Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences, rev. of, 266-68
Rowley, J. E., Computers for libraries, rev. of, 597-96
Runyon, Robert S., rev. (Information for academic library decision-making), 156; "Towards the development of a library management information system," 539-48
Salzer, Elizabeth M., rev. (Supervisory and middle managers in libraries), 590-91
Sample cataloguing forms: illustrations of solutions to problems of description (with particular reference to chapters 1-13 of the Anglo-American cataloguing rules, second edition), Slocum, 3d ed., rev. of, 504-6
SantaVicca, Edmund F., Reference work in the humanities, rev. of, 268
Saunders, Stewart, "Acceptability of non-library/information science publications in the promotion and tenure of academic librarians," 571-75
Sawyers, Elizabeth, rev. (Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences), 266-68
Scherrei, Rita A., "Allocation of student assistance funding in the public service units of the UCLA library," 385-89
Schmidt, C. James, editors, 5, 103
Scott, Elizabeth A., "A proposed staffing...
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formula for Virginia’s academic libraries,” 127-33


Seminar on AACR2: proceedings of a seminar organized by the Cataloguing and Indexing Group of the Library Association at the University of Nottingham, 20-22 April 1978, Roe, ed., rev. of, 502-4

Serial publications: their place and treatment in libraries, Osborn, 3d ed., rev. of, 158-91

Serials: past, present and future, Brown, 2d rev. ed., rev. of, 77-76

Sessions, Judith, (Learning resources and the instructional program in community colleges), 388-89

Sharma, Pralha, “A survey of academic librarians and their opinions related to nine-month contracts and academic status configurations in Alabama, Georgia, and Mississippi,” 561-70


Smith, David, Systems thinking in library and information management, rev. of, 597-98

Smith, Lyman S., Serials: past, present and future, 2d rev. ed., rev. of, 77-78

Social science reference sources: a practical guide, Li, rev. of, 165-66

Spain, Catherine Livavge, ed., Essays in public finance and financial management: state and local perspectives, rev. of, 496-98


Sparks, David G. E., “Academic cataloguing: principles, procedures and political realities” (41:408-21), comment, 253

“Special issue on AACRS,” Thompson, ed., rev. of, 158-59

“The spine or the heart: the University of Jos in search of a library building model,” Nwafor, 447-55

Stam, David H., rev. of (A history of book publishing in the United States), v.4, 604-6

“Standards for college libraries,” ACRL (College Library News) 36:277-79, 290-301

“College libraries: a comparative analysis in terms of the ACRL Standards,” 7-18. See also use study, College Library News 42:106

“Standards for university libraries,” ACRL/ARL (College Library News) 40:101-10

“University libraries: standards and criteria,” 527-39

“Statement on quantitative standards for two-year learning resources programs,” ACRL, draft (College Library News) 40:69-73

“The two-year college libraries: a comparative analysis in terms of the ACRL Standards,” 407-15

Steuart, Robert D. See Steuart, Robert D.


Stevenson, Gordon, rev. (DDC Deceny Decimal Classification. Proposed revision of 750 Music) 1979-80

Stigl, Margaret F., “The information needs of historians,” 540-60

Streit, Sam, rev. (Architects and machine-readable records), 391

Stubb, Kendon, “University libraries: standards and criteria,” 527-38

Studies in creative partnership: federal aid to public libraries during the New Deal, Ring, ed., rev. of, 261-62

A study of library cooperatives, networks, and demonstration projects, Patrick, rev. of, 72-73


Supervisory and middle managers in libraries, Bailey, rev. of, 599-91

Surprenant, Thomas, rev. (Current library use instruction), 169-61

“A survey of academic librarians and their opinions related to nine-month contracts and academic status configurations in Alabama, Georgia, and Mississippi,” 561-70

Svarzburg, Susan G., Preserving library materials: a manual, rev. of, 79-80

Sweeney, Russel, DDC Deceny Decimal Classification. Proposed revision of 750 Music, rev. of, 498-502

Systems thinking in library and information management, Smith, rev. of, 597-98

Taylor, L. J., Copyright for librarians, rev. of, 401-92

Taylor, Peter J., ed., New trends in documentation and information, rev. of, 167-68

Taylor, Robert S., rev. (New trends in documentation and information), 167-68

Tebeel, John, A history of book publishing in the United States, v.4, rev. of, 834-6

Technical American: a checklist of technical publications printed before 1831, Rink, rev. of, 600-604

Technology and copyright: sources and materials, Bush, ed., rev. of, rev. of, 73-74

Thomas, Martha Lou, “An evaluation of the teaching effectiveness of two library instructional videotapes,” 26-30


Thorson, Connie Capers, “Faculty status for librarians in the Rocky Mountain region: a review and analysis,” 203-13

To grow or not to grow: a review of alternative new academic library buildings, Ball, rev. of, 68-70

Tobin, Carol M., rev. (Pseudonyms and nicknames dictionary, 1st ed.), 77

Toney, Stephen, “A cost database for branch library resource allocation and performance evaluation,” 373-78

Towards a periodical and monograph price index,” Belanger, 416-24

“Towards the development of a library management information system,” Runyon, 539-48

Trainer, Karen A., rev. (Seminar on AACR2), 502-4

Trumpeter, Margo C., “Faculty status for librarians in the Rocky Mountain region: a review and analysis,” 203-13

Tryon, Roy H., rev. (Preserving library materials), 78-80

Tsuchamoto, Jack T., ed., Library instruction and faculty development: growth opportunities in the academic community, rev. of, 269-70

Turner, Robert L., Jr., “Femininity and the librarian—another test” (41:233-41), comment, 252-53

Tutwiller, Paul, rev. (Cultural crisis and libraries in the Third World), 171

“Two-year college libraries: a comparative analysis in terms of the ACRL Standards,” Carpenter, 407-15

U

U.S. copyright documents: an annotated collection for use by educators and librarians, Miller, rev. of, 491-92

“University faculties and library lending codes: a survey and analysis,” Haka, 369-73

“University libraries: standards and statistics,” Stubs, 527-38

University library history: an international review, Thompson, ed., rev. of, 555-86

“The University of Petroleum and Minerals: a model for an academic library,” Ashoor, 456-60

Ursery, Nancy, “University faculties and library lending codes: a survey and analysis,” 369-73

“User reactions to online catalogs: an exploratory study,” Moore, 295-302

“Using Choice as a mechanism for allocating book funds in an academic library,” Werking, 134-38

V

Van Zant, Nancy Patton, ed., Personnel policies in libraries, rev. of, 257-58

W

Ward, Patricia Layzell, ed., The professional development of the librarian and information worker, rev. of, 591-94

Waugh, Peter, Environmental impact assessment: a bibliography with abstracts, rev. of, 164-65

Weber, David C., revs. (Monson on library buildings, 68-70; New academic library buildings, 68-70; To grow or not to grow, 68-70)

Wedgeworth, Robert, ed., A LA world encyclopedia of library and information services, rev. of (41:450-54), response, 220

Weiss, Dana, “Book theft and book mutilation in a large urban university library,” 341-47

Werking, Richard Hume. “Using Choice
as a mechanism for allocating book funds in an academic library," 134-38
Whalen, Lucille, revs. (Classroom and field, 586-87; Critical guide to Catholic reference books, 2d ed., 74-76)
White, Herbert S., "Perceptions by educators and administrators of the ranking of library school programs," 191-202
Why innovation fails: the institutionalisation and termination of innovation in higher education, Levine, rev. of, 153-55
Wilkinson, Billy R., rev. (Librarians and labor relations), 588-90
Williams, Edwin E., rev. (Justin Winsor), 258-60
Williams, Martha E., ed., Annual review of information science and technology, v.15, 1980, rev. of, 272-74
Williams, Nyal Z., ed., Library instruction and faculty development: growth opportunities in the academic community, rev. of, 269-70
Williams, Wiley J., Fundamental reference sources, 2d ed., rev. of, 508-10
Williamson, John G., rev. (Collection development in Libraries), 596-97
Wilton, Kathryn B., "The impact of user frustration on humanities research," 361-65
Women view librarianship: nine perspectives, Lundy, rev. of, 534-96
Woods, Lawrence, "Acceptability of non-library/information science publications in the promotion and tenure of academic librarians," 571-75
Woolls, Blanche, ed., Networks for networkers: critical issues in cooperative library development, rev. of, 70-72
Wynar, Bohdan S., Introduction to cataloging and classification, 6th ed., rev. of, 170-71
X, Y, Z
Yerburgh, Mark R., revs. (The American controversy, 489-91; Guide to the incomparable New York Times Index, 76-77)
Zipkowitz, Fay, rev. (Networks for networkers), 70-72
available . . .

Volume 1 — DOSIMETRY FOR CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL AGENTS - Includes an overview of chemical and physical aspects/monitoring and reporting to meet regulatory requirements/passive monitors/physical agents/instrumentation. Proceedings of an ACGIH Topical Symposium, held October 6-8, 1980. Page count and price to be announced soon . . . call or write for details.

to be released soon . . .


Volume 3 — PROTECTION OF THE SENSITIVE WORKER - defining, recognizing the sensitive individual/occupa­tional exposure limits/employer-employee relations/legal, ethical issues. ACGIH Topical Symposium, November 9-11, 1981. Available Fall '82.

about the ANNALS series . . .
An important aspect of ACGIH activities is the sponsoring of an ongoing series of topical symposia on subjects of current importance to occupational safety and health professionals. Reflecting the latest state-of-the-art information available, the papers and discussions presented at ACGIH symposia and others of comparable merit, will be published periodically as a series of ANNALS of the ACGIH. All will be library-quality books, with hard covers. Page counts and prices will be announced in advance of availability dates.
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